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ABSTRACT
Relationship of the Self- Concep
of Performance Among Male

to Selected Measures
avajo Students

At Intermountai

School

by
el vern E. Graham, Ma ter of Science
Uta

stat e Univer sity, 1 971

MaJor Professor: Dr. H. Bruce Bylund
Department: Sociology
The relationship of various measures of high school performance
and a mea sure of t he self- concept were examined for the 1970-71 senior
male students at Intermountain School, Brigham City,

all.

Some sig-

nificant correlations were found.
Their junior year voca ional training grade and grade point
average were found to be significantly correlated to their selfdefinition score,

s were all but one

0

the teachers' subj ective

evaluations .
General aptitude, reading ability, previo s years at Intermountain,
and class grouping were not found to show
with the self- de ini ion test score.

y slgnifican

correlation

Age was found to be correlated

at the .01 level with the younger students having the higher selfdefinition scores.
(93 pages)
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTIO
J?nPortance of the Study
The concern of our government h s been mere asing in the area of
human rights in the last decade

The aim has be n to make the equal i "ty

of all men a reality.
One metho d used was called tffi "war on poverty. If

This peaceful

war was declared by President L. B. Johnson When he signed the legislation creating the Office of Economic Opportunity. 1 Many government
personnel seemingly considered poverty an economic problem for which
money was the answer.

If the potential earning power of minority and

disadvantaged Americans was increased, then poverty would be r educed.
Some of the me ans used to increase this earning power were small
business loans, community development, He d Start, Upward Bound, and
V.I.S.T.A . , to name a few.

Of tffi se programs, only two directly dealt

wit h increasing the potential for greater education for those who will
be the next generation poor.

This in itself is strange in a country

which puts such high value

formal education.

0

T'WO of the se programs, Head Start and Upward Bound, dealt in
developing pre-school childrens ' backgrounds for better school achievement, and the other one was an attempt to stinrulate underachievers in
their last two or three years of high school.

Th s W)uld hopefully

1John Donovan, The Politics of Poverty ( ew Yorkr
pp . 1- 141 .

Pegaas, 1967) ,

3
~pose

of the Study

This is an exploratory stuqy developed and designed to examine
how a Nav jo student perceives himself and to examine his selfdefinition in relation to educational factors.
those educationa

This study will identify

factors which can mo t closely be shown to relate to

the student's self-concept and his acceptance of self.
The study will also gather the required data to lead to a more
conclus ve longitudinal stuqy between these students' self-concept and
their vocational success after completion of high school.

This sug-

gested study should occur five years or more after their graduation
from high school.

4

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this chap er is to present a review of the literature in understanding and developing this r search.
which are pertinent to this study are:
bolic interactionis.m; ( 3)

Those areas

(1) tre self-concept; (2 ) sym-

avajos, ed cation, and acculturation; (4)

the self and education .
The Self-Concept
To examine the self-concept of an individual in depth it would
be necessary to observe and record every event in an individual 's life
from the beginning to the time of eva uation.

Since the "self-concept

was born with client centered therapy,,,2 it is possible to use this
approach where a self- regarding atti t
psychotherapy at a par icular time.
fusion to the

e can be found in tests or in
Another area which will add con-

se of th is term in a stu y is that "various terms such

as 'concept of self,' 'self-image,' 'self-concept,' and 'self-structure'
are used to describe this ~rsonality trait. ,,3

This "se f -conception

2Marshall C. Lowe, "The Self- Concept Fact or Artifact," Psycho logical Bulletin, Vo • LVIII, No.4 (1961), p. 325.

3tawrence M. Brammer and Everett L. Shostrorn, Thera;eutic Psychology (Englewood Cliffs, N. J .:

Prentice - Hall, Inc., 19 0), p . 37.

,
con ists of more
somfic tion t

an the mere deliminati
t places an 'individ

It is a per-

within a social system.' ,,4

The beginning of an individual

w.

of the body.

in the birth of a child.

Oscar

Ritchie ani Marvin R. Koller5 say t at at b rth a ch1.ld is an organic-

centered human infant.

Responses are to be considered as primarily of

an inter

0

I na ure due

personal needs witho t any external constraint.

At birth an individual's self-concept would be non-existent and a sense
of self can only be obtained when an

vid

has previous experiences

in life which will affect his behavior.
Mar an E. Breckenr dge and Margare
newborn infant h

esbitt Murp~6 add that the

an absence of patterned emotions.

The young child

must develop these responses from an external source through experiences.
This regularity of behavior amon

group members is passed on by one

generation to another to keep society functi oning.

ftThe proces s by

wh ich they pass them on is called encul turation or socialization.

117

This is then t e method by which a human animal becomes a social being
and the development of a response pattern occurs.
There are two main elemen

to be found in a person's self-concep-

tion which are the products of an attempt to answer two ques ions about
an e 's self, according to John and Mavi

NQJ Q:

B esanz. 8

The two elements are

4Tamotsu Shibutani, Society and Personality (Englewood Cliffs,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961 ), p. 504.

'Oscar W Ritchie and Marvin R. Koller, Sociology and Childhood
(New York: Appleton-Cen ury-Crofts, 1964), p. 130.

~arian E. Breckenridge and Margaret Nesbitt Murphy, Growth and
Development of the Young Child (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and London,
England:
BIl Saund rs Company, 1964), p~ 485.

w.

7John and Mavis Biesanz, Introduction to Sociology (Engle'WOod
Cliffs , N.Jot Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969i, p. 63 .

8~.,

p.

344.

6
identit y and self - esteem, and the questi ons are ''Who am I? ' and ''What
am I worth?,,9

These elements represent diff erent vi ewpoints in exam-

ining a person's "actual" self-concept.

Their interdependence and

reciprocal nature doe s allow for an internal b alance, but the s eparB;tion
is never really complete to allow objective analysis of either element.
This resul ts i'rom the "who " defining

sub-element such as I am a man,

but the "what" gives it value as to t he soc ety and i ts standards .
These two element s cannot exist alone, much a s individuals cause t he
formation of a ,society or community and then t hat society defines its
members.

It has also been stated as "the enlargement of the self is

dependent upon and in turn supports tb3 breath of community values. ,,1 0
The'n "ultimately, therefore, the self functions toward integrating into
the group; and viewed collecti vely, it facilitates social control and
promotes community consensus. ,,11
Allport brings a clear focu
in his book.

on the "evolving sense of sel f ,,12

He states three reasons which make the problem difficult

in defining a self, and he then counter-argues with t hr ee more reasons
lohy it must be done.

The negative propositions are that the term "self"

can be replaced by "ego" since the boundaries are not clear or consistent,
and it is impossible to establish boundari e s, and there are philosophical
dimensions to his problem.

The counter argument is it is necessary to

accept the existence of a self.

'lhat the identity is within the sense

9~.
10r.,eonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Sociology ( ew York:
and Row, Publishers, 1955), p. 109.
11Ritchie and Koller,

OPe

Harper

Cit., p. 129.

12Gordon W. Allport, Pattern and Growth in Personality (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1937), Chapter 6.

7
of a self; wha

is self-relevant must be defined in theory construction,

and by understanding how the self evolves, gives philosophical assistance
in understanding the terms "soul, n "freedom, tI and tlimrnortality. ,,13
Allport 14 goe'S on to say that sel -consciousness is gradually
acquired by the time the child is five or six years old.
portant

The most im-

en language is developed in the second year.

ime is

Spitz,15

who has 'WOrked extensively with babies, would place awareness at or
around fifteen months in support of the theory of its developing in conjunction with learning a language.
Allport's 16 second stage, from the age of six to twelve, is the
entrance into school where the peer grrup drives in a sense of inner
self.

This acute awareness of the self is caused by such means as

nicknames.

The next stage is adolescence and with it

a new identity.

the need to find

The end product of adolescence is an adult, but only

after being a half-man and half-ch

d for what may seem like an eternity.

Erickson believes "an individual never has a personality, he is
always re-developing his personality. ,,17

His consideration of maturation

continues through adolescence in a process he would refer to as the
growth of the ego.

Jean Piaget 1b be ieves that a person at the age of

fourteen or fifteen finds his equilibrium.

This is in re erence to

1 3Ibid ., p. 111.

14Ibid., pp. 111-112.
15R. A. Spitz, No and Yes:
(New York: Int. Univ. Press,
16

on the Genesis of Human Understand"
, Chapter 117-1 o.

Allport, op* cit ., pp. 123-217.

17Henry W. Maier, Rev. Ed., Three Theories of Child Development
(New York, Evanston, Ill., and London: H rper & Row, Publishers, 196~),
p. 29.

18~.,

p. 153.
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"himself an

hi

environment. ,,1 9 T is i s the point of the establish-

ment of basic patterns, but Spitz 20 seems to disregard the importance
of adolescence in shaping and revising

e self concept of an individual.

Robert R. Sears21 views child developme t as a function of learning.
Carl R. Rogers 22 has nineteen propositions for a theory of personality and beh vior.

The eighth proposition is the roo st important

here, since it states, "a portion of the total perceptual field gradually
becomes differentiated as the self.' 23

The term self here is defined as

the "awareness of being, of functioning. ,, 24

The idea of awareness of

being cannot be placed into one small statement of what is the self, but
rather it must

e used as it is, an abstraction for the realization of

one's own existence .
A definition which goes with the 1 st statement is that the selfconcept "is an abstraction of the essential am distinguishing characteristics of the self that differentiate an individual's ' self-hood' from
the environment and from other selves. ,,25

While another source state s

"the self, then, is the set of atti tude s that a person has toward his
ow behavior. ,,26

With some idea a

to the complexities in the

19Ibid., p. 95.
20Spitz, Ope cit., pp. 117-150.
21 Ibi d., P • 1 97 •
22Carl R. Rodgers , Client-Centered Therapy (Boston, Mass.:
ton- Mifflin Company, 1951), Chapt er 11 .

Hough-

23 Thid ., p. 497 .
24 Ibid ., p . 49tl.
York:

25David P Arsubel , Theory and Problems of Child Development (New
Grune & Stratton, 1958), p . 273.

26Hubert Bonner, Psychol ogy of Per sonality (New York:
Press Company, 1961), p. 463.

The Ronald

9

development and conception of the self concept, the need arises for a
mrkable definition.
"The most popular type of definition assumed tm t the self concept can be defined in terms of the attitudes toward the self.,,27

This

is present in Carl R. Rogers' defini tion that "the self concept or self
structure may be tho ght of as an organized configuration of perception
of the self whi ch are admissible to awareness . ,, 28

To phrase it in a

more concise manner, the self is "as the individual who is known to
himself. ,,29
This self or self-concept of an individual is learned from
others around himself, and from this, is the image he projects to the
cornnnmity.
These co ncepts when applied or dealt with in sociology are generally most conclusively treated by the theoretical branch called symbolic interactionism.
S,ymbolic Interactionism
There are five types of sociologic 1 theory under one type of
classification system .

These are positivistic organicism, conflict

theory, formalism, social behaviori m, and SOCiological functional ism. 30

27Lowe, OPe cit . , p . 326.
28Ruth C. WYlie, The Self Concept (Lincoln, Nebraska:
of Nebraska Press, 1961), p. 7.

University

2 9Ibi d., p. 1 .

3Onon Martindale, The Nature and
(Boston, Massachusetts: ~--~---=~~~~------~~~~----~~~
oughton-Mifflin
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The fourt

type is that of social behaviorism.

Wi thin this

theoretical orientation is the branch known as "symbolic interactionism."
This area of the ory is concerned with attitudes and meaning.
interactionism found its point of gr vit

"Symbolic

in the sel/or personality. ,,31

This approa ch had its beginning in the works of William James,
Charles Horton Cooley, William Isaac Thomas, George Herbert Mead, Ernest
Cassier, Jean Piaget, Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills.

Their concern is

on the individual and his self concept and how these are manipulated and
limited in interaction with otters.

The first

t~

men to be mentioned,

"Charles H. Cooley and William I. Thomas, were the foremost exponents
and moo t significant contributors to psychological sociology,,32 in the
United States.

This branch of theory is defined as symbolic interaction-

ism.
Cooley said that primary groups can be defined as "those characterized by face to f ace association and coopera: . n. ,,33

He goes on

to say that primary grrups are fundamental in "forming th e social nature
and ideas of the individual. ,,34

Another point of importance was that

"awareness of society is inseparable from self-consciousness. ,,35
With his use of primary groups and his psychological orientation
and organic theory, he believed the "r self' develops wit hin a context

31 Nicholas S. Timaskeff, Sociological Theory (New York:
Hous e, 1 967 ), p. 1 43.
32Martindale,

OPe

cit., p. 339.

33Charles Horton Cooley, Social Organization (New York:
Books, 1962), p. 23.
34 Ibid •
35

~., p.

5.

Random

Schocken

11
of social rela ions i ps. 1136
presented

In Human Nature and Social Order, he

concept of the "looking-g ass self. II

h~s

major elements:

This had three

"The imagination of our appearance to the other per-

son; the imagination of his judgment of

hat appearance; and some sort

of self-feeling, such as pride or mortification. ,,37
From

Cooley~

it can be seen that the primary group is that agent

which takes care of socialization of the individual.
aware of others to be aware of himself,

A person must be

d self-co nceptualization occurs

by a process he called the "looking-gl ss self."
The next theorist to add to the importance of the self concept
was Thomas.

In using a situational appro ch, his "definition of the

situation" offers extreme insight.
conceptualizatio
prophesies. ,,38

This is expanded by Merton's "re-

of 'definition of the situation' as self-fulfilling
This is the tendency of a primary gro:up' s pre-concep-

tions of and practices toward a n
acted out by that individual.

divi ual becoming internalized and

Primary gro ps

re a "spontaneous insti-

tution found in all societies, in all cl sses, on all stages of cultural
development.,,39

While all definitions of situations are both a process

and a product, "they occur in socialization; individuals le rn how to
behave properly by having situatio s defi e

36Timasheff,

OPe

for them,,4 0 and

cit ., p. 146.

37Charles H. Cooley, Human Nature and the Social Order (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons , 1902) , p. 152.
38Martindale,

OPe

cit., p. 426.

39William Issac Thomas, On Social Organization and Social Personalitl (Chicago, Illinois, and London: University of Chic go Press,
1 966), p. 57.
York:

4~dmund H. Volkart , Ed . , Social Bemvior and Personalitl (New
Social Science Research Council, 1957), p. 226.
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"definitions ar

.

~or."

em odied in social cod s

the norms of behav-

41
From this, we realize that society and individuals define what

role a person shall function in; t is

e_mition is internalized,

not because it was a valid judgment at first, but once others believe
something, it is projected to
h

he individual and internalized.

This

ens whether it is a high or a low sta us eValuation.
The third theorist to be mentioned is M... d.

of focus in his 'WOrks is his concept

0'"

An important point

the "generalized other."

This

is defined as Itt e organized community or social group which gives to
the iruiividual

s unity of self.,,42

This phenomenon is the concensus

of the feelings of the entire community, and after socialization has
occurred, the physical presence is not needed for continuing conformity.
The child lacks the realization of t 's other form beca se he has no
definite character, no definite pe sonality.43
"generalized other" becomes operative, an
determining an individual's membership
absent.

The

at some time the

it becomes a major factor in
society as either present or

This is then a normative means in th t it influences the in-

dividual behavior, and as well, it keeps all members of that society
in a balance of behavior.
Gerth and Mills suggest that "the

elf-image de elops and changes

as the personl through his social experiences, becomes

of the

41 Ibid.
42George Herbert Mead, Mind, Self& and SOCiety (Chi ago, Illinois:
University of Chicago Press, 1946), p. 1?4.
43Anselm Strauss, Geor e
(Chicago, IllinoiS, and L-o-n~d-o=n-:~=-------~---~~~-----~~--~~
p. 223.
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ppraisals of others. ,,44

expectations

This then suggests that the

"individual is always under the pressure of the group in all stages of
lii'e.
Cooley brings out two points of interest.
mary groups

uc

His use of the pri-

as "the family, the play group of children, and the

neighborhood or comnnmity group of elders," 5 sho s those people who
help to form a person's self-concept.

The notion of the "looking glass

self" is t1:e means that this influence is projected to and internalized
by the individual.

Thomas presents the idea

of a "self-fulfilling

prophecy," which exte ds what Cooley has presented in that if the
"looking glass self" projects a negative image, this negative aspect
will be incorporated into the individual's self.

Whether this nega-

ti ve image is real or imagined is not important after it becomes part
of an individual's self-concept.
Mead strengthens the power of the primary group with his "generalized other."

This is the agent which g ves a general conformity of

actions and behavior to members of a corrnmmi ty and a society as a whole.
Gerth and Mills add one further bit of information wh ch enhances the
"generalized other" by introducing the' importance of community approval
during the life of an individual.

They st

e that a change in a per-

son's self-concept can occur due to new experiences with no reservation as
to any time, but only to the "expectation and appraisals of others. ,,46

44Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills, Character and Social Structure
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, World, Inc., 1953), p. 84.
45Cooley,

o~.

cit., p.

46Gerth and Mills ,

Ope

24.
cit., p.

84.
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Navajos, Education and Acculturation
Navajo e uc tion has developed with "the establishment of the
first schools about 1870, ,,47 and the "Navajos soon observed that their
children, after many years in boarding schools far from home, emerged
fitted nei ther to live as white men nor to return to their place in the
tribe. ,,48
A brief history of schools 49 starts with a d y school being the
fir st recor ded institution.
Fort Defiance in 1883.
the young from
ty.

The first boarding school was built at

The main princi

e

0

the school was to remove

ndian influence and tr in them to enter the wh te socie-

The greater the distance the better, ani it was not unusual to

send a child to as far away as Californi

or Pennsylvania.

This attempt

resulted in 95 percent of the students returning t o the reservation
ere they f ound themselves handicapp d in the mainstream of Navajo life
because of their 1 ck of knowledge of the necessary c stoms and technique

of the people .
At distant boarding school, tm children were not allo ed to

spe

their native language, and the diSCipline was of a military nature,

quite unlike discipline on the reservation.

The graduates of these

types of institutions are today some of the greatest Indian critics
living on the reservation .
Since 1933 a change has occurred in school philosophy and curriculum.

The idea now is to bring the ed cation to tle Navaj o.

The

47Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorot hea Leighton, The Navajo (New York:
Doubled y and Company, Inc., Rev. Ed., 1962), p. 42.
48 Ibid •

49~., pp. 141-144.
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curricul

as been geared now more

ajo culture and -ch e needs of

0

is method of educ tion c

these people.

be placed in a more f vor-

able set ing and method for better adjust ent of the student.
American Indian tribe ' have different
more meaningful, this change i

CU.L tures,

"The

,,50 and to make education

school philosophy was important for

increa ed educ tio al benefits.
the reservation helps to reduce the pro-

The use of schools ne
blem of not being

ble to fit in

0

eit er culture, since "education is

an important part of the integr tion, or
into the American life. ,,51
also impor
Navajos

ack of integration, of Indians

The use of schools near tIe reservation is

nt for the informal ed cation they give to help make the

mo re able to fit into t e native environment.

goes to school away from the
is lost.

Informal

When the student

ome environment, this informal education

educatio

is especially important if the tr nsi tion

is not successful among the stude

'vS

enterin

white society.

It must

also be remembered tmt relatives "are the focal poi ts of the Navajofs,,52
life and most important as models
The actual problem is one of
educational me

s.

This c

n his

iie style.

cculturation of these people by

be vie-wed as

psychological problem "to

determine the depth of commitment to certain

hared p tterns and

50aobert J. Havighurst, "Education Among American Indians:
Individual and Cultural Aspects, n The ADIlals 0 The AInerican Academy of
Political and Social Science, cccn (1957) p. 105 .
51 Edward P. Dozier, George E. Simpson, and Milt n J Yinger, "The
Integr tion of Americans of Ind.i
Descent," The Annals of The American
Academy of Political and Social Science, CCCXI (1957), p. 163.
52Dorothea Leighton and Clyde Kluckhohn, Children of the People
(Cambridge, M ss chusetts:
arv d U ivers y Press, 948), p. 95.
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values. "S3

'l'hi

and "men have

i s also a psychological a aptation in accul uration,
greater access to the goals associated with western

identification and more opportunity to b se their new identification
on firmer foundations. "S4

Louise and Ge rge SpindlerSS also feel that

males adapt easier due to a greater psychological commitment of women
to pass ·:>n

trad~

ional cultural patterns.

The fact still remains that fled cation has bee
tool in reconciling cultural

fferences.,,56

an effective

The only problem is "with

individuals and groups Who for one reason or another have not had educational opportunities. uS 7

These opportunities are not just being able

to go to classes, but opportunities to learn about these cultural differences .

Intelligence and achievement as me sured by the standards of

the Anglo society can and do vary "to the degree of acculturation. ,,58
The Self and Education
Research in education has shown th

following importance of the

self-concept:
1) There is a significant and positive correlation
between self-concept and performance · an aca ernic role;

53H• G. Barnett, "Accultur tion: An Exploratory Formulation,"
American Anthropologist, LVI (1954), p. 993.
54Norman Chance, "Acculturation, Self-Identification, and Personality Adjus tment ," American Anthropologist, LXVII (1965), p. 387.
55Louis e and George Spindler, "Male ani Female Adaptation in Cul tural Change," .American Anthropologist, LX (April , 1958), p. 231 .
56Hildegard Thompson, "Education Among American Indians: Institutional Aspects," The Annals of The American Academy of Political and
Social SCience, CCCXI (1957), p. 104.
57 Ibid ., p. 164.
58Robert A. Roessel, Jr., Hand Book for Indian Educ tion (Los
Angeles, California: Amerindian P bl shing Company, 1965?):-p' 66 .
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t is relat ~onship is substantial even
en measured
I.Q . is co rolled.
2) There are specific self-co cepts of ability
related to specific areas of academic role performance,
hich differ from the general self-concept of ability.
3) Self-concept is significantly and positively
correlated with the composite imaoe rather than the
images of specific others that appear to be more closely
correlated with the students' self-concept in specific
subjects. 59
This states some of the importance of the self-concept to school performance.
The failings of Indian students, as conceptualized by Hoyt,60
were attributed to their not knowing all

he white man's "rules," their

need of family contact, and their handicap of the lack of full acceptance into the white society.
From another source, "the largest group of Indians on the reservations were believed to be young people who had been £rustrated in one
way or another in their adaptation to the v;orld of whites and who may
have been not strongly motivated to adapt in the first place. ,,61
The "intelligence and achievement of Indians varies not only between tribes, but

so within tribes. ,,62

The child's own feelings are

of great importance because the way he "feels colors his approach to

59Wilbur B. Brookover, Shailer Thomas, and .Ann Patterson, "SelfConcept and School Achievement," Sociology of Education, XXXVII, No. 3
. (Spring, 1 964), p. 278.
60Elizabeth E. Hoyt, "Some Lights on the Adjustment of Indian
Children," Journal of Indian Education, TV, No.2 (January, 1965), p. 28.
61 Elizabeth E. Hoyt, nAn Approach to the Mind of the Young Indian, It
Journal of Indian Education, I, o. 1 (June, 1961), p. 22.
62Roessel,

OPe

cit., p. 660.
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life; confidence and happiness bring an i nterest to learning, whil e
insecurity, rejection or a feeling of in deq acy may bring

ostility or

withdrawal. ,,63
Hypotheses
From the review of the literature the following hypothe ses

~re

developed:
1.

There is a positive correlation between the students' self-

concept and their grades.
2.

There is a positive correlation between the students' self-

concept and their te cher eValuations.

3.

There is a positive correlation between the students' self-

concept and their general aptitude .

4.

There is a positive correlation between the students' self-

concept and their class groupings.

(See page 21.)

The fir st hypothesis is an effort

0

test the findings of a

previous stuqy (Brookover, Thomas, and Patterson, 196).

This study

found a correlation between self-concept and ac.ademic performance.
The second hypothesis takes
instructor as a significant other.

nto consideration the role of an
This person

by evaluations and then grades the student.

defines the student

The teacher may be acting

out a self- fulfilling prophecy if there is a correlation between grades
and teacher evaluations.

The third hypothesis relates to the first by the SUbstitution of
general aptitude.

Since general aptitude influences a student's place-

ment in a vocational program, this c

63~., p.

43.

guarantee a certain amount of
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cademic ac" ievemen".

If this does occur,

e

a student's self-

concept will be correlated to his ge eral aptitude.
The fourth hypothe sis is also link d to the first and third hypotheses.

The class groupings represent

become a primary group.
correlated to

e

~

ability grouping and it may

If this is the case, class groups will also be

e f-concept of a student.
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CRAPI'ER I I

METHODOLOGY

This is to a large degree an explor tory study.

The data from

school records were obtaine

d

was administered during the

ir t quarter of the school's fall

seme

ing the summer of 1970 and the Q-sort

ere
The Sample
The sample for this study consisted of 1 90 or 90 percent of the

senior males

ttending Intermoun ain

fall of the 1970-71 school year.

col, Brigham City, Utah, in the

This school at the present time offers

a compensatory e ucational program

"t

a s udentbody of about 2,100.

There are both male and female students in a non-graded elementary program and an accredited

°gh schoo

which is oriented toward vocational

training.
Students are enrolled on the basis of the following criteria by
Navajo area educational officials.
Indian blood

They

they must be on the Nav

be three years or more retarde

0

st be one q arter or more of
Trib

Census rolls; they must

academically J they must be twel va years

or olderj and they must come from areas Where public or federal day
schools are un vailable, or be referred by a welfare agenc.y, or they
must be found to be neglected or semi-delinquent by a court.
These students m y have had from 0 t
ious interval s of time.

This previous

1 2 years of school at var-

ttendance could have been at

public, miss °on, and Bureau of Ind an M airs schools if they attended
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at all.

So

y as nine different schools

seni rs have a tended as

including Intermountain School.

t of their past hi tories,

As a re

they fail t o really understand the educ tion system or its programs,
be good students. 64

and they generally lack the motivation t
TIle Data
School records

With permi sion and cooperation from the Intermountain School
administrators, the researcher copied all information considered pertinent for this study from various school records.

These copied records

were kept in complete confide ce.
There were four sources of information for this st dy.
were the school's official records, guid
and the senior advisors' re cords .

There

ce records, counseling records,

This information was copied and in-

terpreted as necessary for it to be coded and key

ched on computer

cards for analysis.
There were three measures of ac ievement and ability used.

These

were junior gr ades, California R ading Test , and the G.A.T.B. (General
Aptitude Test Battery).

TIlere was one set of evaluations

sed.

This

was the teacher evaluation of the stude ts for "conduct," "effort,"
"dependability, fI "initiative," "social

ttit de," and "self control. If

A total average for all evaluations was also obtained.

The last

grouping of data consisted of such items sa "age," "previous years at
I.S.," vocational or business/academic orientation, an
"senior" class grouping.

"unior" and

The latter are ability groupings based on the

64Andrew Sorensen, "Intermountain School and Stu ent B ckground,"
Unpublished p per, 1969.
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California -e ding Te t, G. A.T.B. re sul s, and previous year school
performances.
This inform tion was collected for all the possible returnees
who would be senior males during fall 'semester, 1970.
sample at 'this time was 269 individu
of

e s- ze of the senior class.

s or the approximate potential

The number of senior male students who

were enrolled at the time of testing w s 220.
were excluded from

e sampl

The size of the

bec

Ten of these students

se they were in special education,

transfer students, or re-returnees.

This meant there was a possible

sample size after test ng of 210.
Self-reference test
The Q-sort for self-definition was given on three consecutive
days .

During this time approximately 145 students were tested.

following week

The

one day was used for me-up testing when approximately

60 more students were admini tered the test.
scheduled during the se

All senior males were

imes to take the test.

At the end of te sting, there were 19 individ als with test
results which could be scored and were

sable .

Of this number there

were two transfer or new students and two re-returnees whose records
were comprised of inconsistent school

ttendance and

ere impossible

to use.
This left a usable sample of 1 90 ndi viduals who comprised over
90 percent of those senior male students who could have been included
in this sample.

This sample , from its beginning, had purposely excluded

those seniors in sp cia! education from being administered the test d e
to their lack of ability On the use of Englis
scores for the California Reading Test.

as demonstr ted by their
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Stephenson Q-Technique and Theory65
The use of Q-method allows for the study of a few or a single
individual "in factor terms. ,,66
" ctual" or "ideal" self.

These factors are represented in t he

If "actual" or "ideal" were tested for or a

forced sor t, then the greater the deg ee of difference in scores between
the "actual" and "ideal" selves woul
sonality maladjustment.

be an indication of greater per-

The testing of

g oup on their "actual" selves

would result with a score for comparison purposes of those tested.
These types of test instruments are referred to as possible
measures of self-regar by Ruth C. WYlie. 67

This seems t o correspond

with the i dea that a self-concept is an abstraction as defined by David
B. Ausubel. 68
The u se of the Q-sort has been demonstrated in the work of S
Gabe Paxton in an article published in Indian Education. 69
case t he raw scor es r eferred to the self- concept.

The possible r ange

of score s from these fifty card sorts was from 25 to 225.
scalin

In this

Paxton ' s

fo r r aw score intervals was 211-225 (high), 183- 210 (above

average), 136-182 (average), 92-135 (below average).

This seems

questionable due to the fact tha. t a score of 125 or below indicated a

65William Stephenson, The Study of Behavior (Chicago, Illinois:
Univer sity of Chicago Press , 1953), pp . 1- 361 .
66 S. Gabe Paxton, "A Study of the Self-Concept of the Navajo
Indian Adolescent," unpublished M.S. Thesis (Arizona State College,
Flagstaff, Arizona, 1963), p. 9.
67WYlie, £2- cit., p. 40.
68Ausubel, OPe cit., p. 273.
69
L. Madison Coombs, ed., "A Study of the Composite Self-Concept
of the Southwestern Indian Adolescent, " Indian Education, Supp ement
Issue 429- s (February 15, 1966), pp. 1-32.
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person

0

h s a more negative self-co cept or self-regard,

of 126 or above indicated a person

d a score

ho has a more positive self-concept

or self-regard.
The advantages of this type of testing instrument far outweigh

the disadvantages in application because there is no need for a

tional scale, trained persons are not needed to interpret the test
results, and this is usable with one person or a group of persons.
Application of this test to an individual is as follows:
• • • A large number of personality-descriptive
items are sorted by S into ~ine piles hich are arranged
on a contin urn according to the de ree t o which they
are charac eristic of S's self. S is forced by the
instructio s to place specified numbers of items on
each pile so as to yield a quasi-normal distribution
of items. • • Each item in the self-description may
be assigned a value from one to nine, according to the
pile in which S has ch sen to put it. 70
The person can "be asked" to sort for his "ide 1" or "actual" self as
well as for his self as others

him or a s

per~eive

cific other, such

as his mother, f ther, teacher, best friend, etc.
This type of test can be
homogeneous group for compari

0

se

t e single individual or a

0

and correlat on.

This is possible

since the resulting score is derived fro

how a person perceives him-

self in relation to his own environment.

The test result is dependent

for cons stency on the set of instructions to

ort f

one's "actual"

self and on ccn sistent admin stration patterns of the test to numerous
groups or :1ndivi duals of the same pop

ation.

Within this test it was possible to develop two other tests.
These two tests and their scores will not be allowed as complete a
freedom as is found in giving a second test due to their scores being

7Owylie,

0

•

cit. , p.

41.
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a part of tb e 1

ger scores.

Yet these sub-tests m asure very imporforced

tant aspects of an individual's self -re erence as defined in
sort.

These t'WO other categories were "feelings toward self" and 'perception of now others feel toward self. n
self-acc

They were developed from eight

tance cards arld six self-acceptance in other cards within the

self-reference test of fifty cards.

(See Appendix A. )

Sta istical Method
Pearson's correlation analysis was used to compare four groups
of variables to the

esults of the Q-sort.

(See page 26.)

This resulted

from a computer run consisting of the intercorrelation between all variables with the result being given in both a value for (r) and a significance level based on the values.

These correlations

for tho se cases without missing data in either

0

~re

calculated

he two variables ..

The r esult was a variation in N (the number of cases correlated) for
different pairs of variables.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
An exploratory study generally results in having some difficultie s or limitations in interpreting the d ta.
tion as it deal s with "Anglo" me sures an

This study is

0

excep-

bstractions of the male

Navajo student achievement in comparison to h s self-concept.
problems were realized and accep ed by t e

These

esearcher when this study

as proposed.
Nature of the Data
In Chapter III there were four groupings of variables mentioned.
These were teacher eval ations, grades
variables .

tandardized tests, and single

In this section, the weaknesses of the variables will be

explored as well as the strengths or importances of this study.
Some of the data

sed in compar son to the testing results were

evaluations made by individual instruc ors.

Some of these were st dent

evaluations of traits like flconduct" or "effort."

In these cases each

term's meaning was defined by the teacher as were the corresponding
values t ey placed wi thin that particular category.

The teacher had to

then apply this to the student when the evaluation was made.

Academic

grades also have their limitations due to possible variations in their
determination.

There could be some extraneous influences which vary

from instructor to instructor caus:l.ng the grades to reflect the teacher's
attitude as well as the student's ability.
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The scores from standardized tests may also suffer from culturally bound weaknesses.

An example of this would be the re suIts of the

California Reading Test, which is based on a second language and culture for Navajo students.

Another exampl e is the General Aptitude Test

Battery (G.A.T.B.), which is positively correlated to the California
Reading Test total (see Table 21 in Appendix C).
In the last category of variabl es, age and the number of previous

years at Intermountain School are not evaluations of any kind.
way an evaluation was made concerning the first two
that a student be sent to Intermountain School.

The only

as in the decision

The orientation of a

student's training is based in part on the G.A.T.B. and the California
Reading Test, as is his class ability grouping.

Both tests and some

possible limitations have already been mentioned.
These weaknesses in the data do not detract from the study because these data are representative of the school and its system .

The

purpose 'of this study is rot to draw any final conclusions, even after
the acceptance or reje ction of the initial hypotheses.

In an exploratory

study such as this, precise information is not always available because
the researcher is moving away from known research methods into unknown
areas.
The goal of this study is to gain new insights about the Navajo
student and his self- definition in relation to school measures of perfonnance .
With both the limitations and the potentials of this study surveyed, the remainder of this chapter will be divided into two sections.
The first section presents the data and its statistical analysis.

This

will be used to find any tendencies or relationships between variables
and to test tm hypotheses derived from the literature.

The second
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section will deal with the meaning of the relationship between scores
derived from the self-definition test (S-D) (see Appendix A).

These

scores are for "feelings toward self" (F. T.S.) and "perception of how
others feel toward self" (P.O.F. T.S. ).
Statistical Analysis
The exploratory nature of this study is put to its best use if
as many variables as possible are examined.

The best method for accomp-

lishing this was to have a Pearson's correlation computed on all quantitative variables with the results representing (r) and a significance
level.

From these results ani the review of the literature, these var-

iables were examined in relation to the scores which resulted from the
stUdents' taking the sell-definition test.

In this analysis it is im-

portant that a reader understand till t a significance level do es not
imply any more than the existence of a correl tion or relationship between two variables.

It does not imply

~

causal relationship or the

clarification of any relationship as to whether it is a reciprocal,
assymetrical, or s,ymetrical relationship.7 1

Causation cannot be deter-

mined from the correlations used in this study and analysis.
Self-definition soores and junior
point averages

Kr~de

The first hypothesis stated that there was a positive correlation
between grades and a student's self-concept.

This was tested by using

these students' junior year grades which were the last completed set of
grades, and by correlating them to the self-defini tion scores.

71Morris Rosenberg, The Logic of Survey Analysis (New York:
Books, Inc., 1968), pp. 3-22.

Basic
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The
grades

rrelation between self-def

ition (self-concept) and junior

s posi ive in all areas except humanities (see Table 1) .

Table 1.

Simple correlations (r) bet e n the three Q-sort resULts:
(1) self-definition, (2) feelings toward self, and (3)
perception of how others feel toward self, and junior
year grades

TEST AREAS

F.T.S.
(r)

P.O.F.T.S.
(r)

. 1857

.0177

.2035

189

.0766

.0524

.1303*

172

.1662*

.0417

.0608

99

.1480

.1000

.0751

198

-.0399

-.0439

-.0217

23

. 0399

.0517

.3468(a)

. 0465

.0916

N

S-D
(r)

44

Social Sciences
Vocational Training

Biological and Physical
Sciences

Arts and Crafts
Humanitie s
Navajo Mythology and/or
History
Grade Point Average

190

1407*

N represents the number in the sample. (a) represents that the correlation is approaching the .05 level of significance . 075 to .051.
*Significant at the .05 level. This is t e point where correl tion is
termed significant (95 percent confident r 0). Margaret Jarmen Hagood
and Daniel O. Price, Statistics for Sociologists (New York : Henry Hold
and Company, 1952), p. 424, and T ble C, p. 559 .

There was no significant correlation between the biological
SCiences, arts and crafts, and humanities ard the scores resulting f rom
the self-definition test.

The single negative correlation was of a

minimum amount and could be a spurious relationship.

The fir st area of significant correlation was between the grade
received in vocational training and the self- definition score.

Since
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this was ge erally a three credit cl s , it was the single most important part of determining the total G.P.A.

This correlation becomes

almost necessary at this point if hypothesis number one, the assumption
that there is a correlation between G.P.A. and a personrs self-eoncept,
is to be supported.

This hypothesis is fUrther supported by the third

correlation in Table 1.
Information in Table

is the correlation between total G.P .A.

and the self-concept score, and it supports the first hypothesis which
was derived from the review of the literature, since it is significant
at the

.0S

level.

In this support of the first hypothesis, it must be

n9alized that the correlation in vocational training carried this to the
significance level needed to support the hypothesis.
area there was a positive correlation.

In all but one

This vocational factor will be

examined again in a different context in this chapter.
The scores for feelings tow d self, F.T.S., were found not to
be significantly correlated in any areas.

The minimum values for (r)

also suggest that school performance does not relate to this area of
the self-definition.
The score for perception of how others feel toward self,P.O.F.T.S.,
was found to be correlated

signifi~antly

received in social sciences.

at the

.0S

level with the grade

The implication of this is not apparent

at this time, but it should be noted.
The results of the perception of how others feel toward self score,
or P.O.F.T.S., and t:t:.e grade or grades received in Navajo mythology and/or
history were close to the

.0S

level of signif cance.

couple of alternative explanations to the author.

This signifies a

These possible ex-

planations are (1) the students WID take the se clas ses have a higher
peer group (Navajo youth) sense of identific tion, or (2) those who
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take these c as e
such as their

~

eel greater accept

o g some significant other,

ce

jo peers.

Self- definition score s and teach8r
evaluation
The second hypothesis to be tested is the possibility of a
positive

rre ation between the students' self-concept and their teach-

er eValuations.
The teacher evaluations are of a ver,y subjective nature, but they
s eem to help produce the desired insights into some very interesting
relationships (see Table 2).

The self-definition scores (S-D) were t he

only soores from t e self- reference test which had signifi cant correlations" and all correlations were positive.

This tends to support the

gen eral theory that a person will perceive himself as he feels others
perceive him.
The lack of significant co

elation between

he teacher evalua-

tions and feelings toward self (F.T.S.), s ggest to the researcher that
a teacher is not an important significan

other .

This is further srown

with the lack of correlation to perception of how others feel toward
self, P.O.F.T.S o , and the further dropping of the (r) value.
implies that t he P.O.F.T.S. may not be

This

alid test, but if i t is, the

teacher i s not a significant other , or a larger gro

f significant

others.
Effort was not correlated at the significant level of any magnitude, but the correlation with initiative was approaching the

.05

.05

level of significance .

At the

level were dependability, social

attitude, and conduct.

Self-control was significant at the .01 level,

and the total aver ge was significant at the

.05

level.
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Table 2.

S ' mpl
orrelations (r) between t e three Q-sort re sults:
(1) S- , (2) F.T.S., and (3) P.O.F . T.So and teacher evaluation of personal traits

N

S-D
(r)

F.T. S.
(r)

P.O. F.T.S.
(r)

Conduct

190

.1566*

.0799

-.0149

Effort

190

.0778

.0056

-.0488

Dependability

190

.1208

.0264

- .0401

Initiative

190

.0518

-.0465

Social Attitude

190

. 1387*

.0734 .

.0243

Self-Control

190

.1750**

.0751

.0745

190

.1555*

.0744

.0154

Test Are as

Total Average

11 67 (a)

(a) Approaching the .05 level. *Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at t he .01 level.

From this rating of the least amount of relationship to the most
significant, we can conclude that these variable s become more important
to the self-definition as the reader moves down the

l~st.

It appears

in this instance that the defining element is the Navajo culture rather
than the Anglo culture because effort and initiative have less correlation to an individual who has a higher self-concept .
1.

Effort

2.

Initiative

3•

Dependability

4.

Social attitude

5.

Conduct

6.

Self-control
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These are all

o standards of judgmen

J

but those wht ch pertain to

others and oneself seem more significant than those which pertain to
motivation.

This area should be pursued more in future studie s.

Also

of interest vx>uld be an instructors f ra ing on students f traits considered to be of greatest importance to the Navajo.
The 10

st two criteria represent motiv ation or getting ahead,

the m1.ddle two deal with co nfo rmi ty to group interaction and standards J
and the last

t'WO emphasize the individual

among others in relation to hi
by the author, an

behavior .

and his maintaining himself

These are only assumptions

the re der is invited to develop his ow alternative

justification for this type of relationship of tm variables.
The significance level of
average and the self-definition
This is possibly a result of

.05

for t he teacher evaluation total

core supports the second hypothesis .

he teacher 's being the most significant

adult form the stud ent has to interact with

e months of the

year, as well as the teacher f s defining his expectation of the stud.ents
while they are in hi

or her cl as ro

•

If "tihe teacher is not a sig-

nificant other as an adult form, t en the teacher may be viewing these
characteristics in a realistic marmer, and internalization of these values
is occurring in the students.

Teacher eval :t ons are also correlated

1:0 all breakdo'Wlls of grades used in this study from th
significance levels .

.05

to the . 001

Therefore, it would s eem that the teacher, either

by subconscious or conscious acts, is defining

t~

situation the stUdent

is using to define his own self- concept.
Self-definition and teacher evaluations for social studies
This section i
those in a particul

a further examination of teacher evaluations,
cl

s and a:rry ram

c t

OIlS

when dealing in
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e.

specific cl
can be

pplied

0

The question here is

e~

er the general hypothesis

the specific case.

In examining the evaluation for a single orientation, it is
apparent that more Anglo traits of impo

ance, such as the drive to get

ahead, are lower than those qualities which promote or are more important to group co esion.
1.

Effort

2.

Dependability

3.

Conduct

4.
5.

Initiative
Self -control

6.

Social attitude

Even with the shifts from the lis ing for the significance level ±'rom
the total, there are still two of the previous lower three in the bottom
half and two of the previous three still in t e top h

f.

Also the

least significant and the most significant factors did not change from
the total break own to this individ al bre
portant by corre lation to self-concept

down.

The value most im-

s social attitude, and the

value least important is effort.
In furth er examining teacher ev

uations in the social studies

(see Table 3 ) it would be important to go b ck to the ge eral theoretical
orientation as presented in Symbolic Interactionism in Chapter III.
The teacher is defining the student
the teacher eValuation.

to those characteristics used in

If this theoretical orientation seems justifi-

able, it would be expected that the "definition of the s tuation" that
the student has to oper te in, would correlate with his grades in that
class.

These" elf-f'ulfilling prophesie s " would come into being when

the total average for

eacher evaluation in

ocial studies is found to
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be correlated with t he grade for soci al st udie s at the .05 level.
eValuation by the teacher is made
for the class.

~ efore

This

the student receives a grade

In this case ther e are fewer cases reaching the .05

level so the possib lity of another group having a considerably higher
signi f i cance level is not an improbabil ity.

If only conjecture, the

re searche r believes that this may be vocational trai ning 'Where the grade
was significant at the .05 level t o the

Table 3.

elf-concept s core.

Simpl e correlations (r) between the t hree Q-sort results:
(1) S-D, (2) F.T .S., and (3) P.O .F. T.S. and teacher evaluation of personal t raits for social studies

Test Areas

N

S-D
(r )

F.T.S.

P.O.F.TgS.

Conduct

17 7

.1039

.0565

-.0025

Effort

177

.0593

-.0324

.0168

Dependability

177

. 0617

-.0366

.0911

Initiative

177

. 11 3 (a)

-.0340

.0754

Social Attitude

177

. 1608*

. 0092

.1008

Self-Control

176

• 1141 (a)

- . 0021

.0522

177

.1393*

-.0084

.0841

Tot al Average

(a )Appro aching t he .05 level .

*Significant at the .05 level.

The total average f or teacher eValuations is also co rrel ated to
the grade in social studies at the .001 level (

e Appendix B, Table 7).

The expl anation is that the classroom it

ti on i s defi ed

constant for all measures of the st dent.

This could be a self-f'ulfill-

ing prophecy in action at Intermountain School .

d holds
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T ble 4.

Simple correlations (r) between t e three Q-sort results:
(1) S- , (2) F.T.S. and (3 ) P oO o .TeS. and the General
Aptitude Test Battery (G.AeT.B o)

Test Areas

F.T.S .
(r)

P.O.F.T.S.
(r)

N

S-D
(r)

160

.0492

-. 0091

- .0187

160

.0288

-.0023

-.0779

160

.0777

.0198

-.-530

S
Spatial Aptitude

160

.0834

.0286

.0122

P
Form Perception

160

-.oolili.

-.0879

-.0208

0
Clerical Perception

160

-.0426

.0582

-.0784

-.0849

G
General Learning Ability
V

Verval Aptitude
N

umerical Aptitude

• 1195( a)

K

Motor Coordin tion

150

F
Finger Dexterity

160

-. 0511

. 1234 (a)

.1393*

.0483

M

Manual Dexterity

159

-.0903

-.0130

(a) Appro aching the .05 level of significance.
level.

*Signilic

-.0534
t at the .05

Self-definition scores and other
variables
This section represents those variables which are closely
related to
study .

~hose

previously mentioned and form

expansion of this

Included are also the vari bles concerned with class grouping

and the hypothesis that there is a positive correlation between class
grouping and the stude t's self-definition.
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In th se
correl ted to

ariables (see Table 5) ,

e was found to be negatively

elf-definition and to PoOoFoToS.

Therefore, the younger

the student, the higher his self-concept score tends to be.

Age also

is important in that the correlation bet reen the yotmger student, and
how he felt P.O.F.T.S .

was negatively correlated.

Then the younger

students seem to feel better group or other acceptance than did the
01 der students.

Table 5.

Simple correlations (r) betwen the three Q-sort results:
(1) S-D, (2) F.T.S., and (3) P.O.F.T.S. and other variables

N

3-D
(r)

F.T.S.
(r)

P.O.F.T.S .
(r)

Age

190

-.2096**

- .0787

-. 1764"**

Years at Intermountain
School

190

-.0302

-.1033

-.0627

Test Areas

Vocational or Business/
Academic Program
190

.1924**

.0717

. 1195*

Senior Class Grouping

190

(- ).0488

(- ) .0358

( ) .0210

Junior Class Grouping

190

(-) .0820

(-).0620

( ) . 0101

California Reading Test

157

.0157

*Significant at the .05 level.

-.1322*

.0924

**Significant at the .01 level.

The number of years a student h d been at Intermountain School
was frond to be correlated with age

t the . 01 level of significance,

but it was not found to have a s:lgnificant correl tion with the selfdefinition scores which suggests the poss bllity of an extraneous variable.

This could result in the older students feeling left out socially
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as well as academ cally at Intermountain School.

But the actual amount

of time they had been students at the school did not correlate to their
self-reference.

Some other variable may distort

correlation which

a~

occurs here.
Another variable which is correlated at a high significance level
and positively to two self-reference scores was whether the student was
in a vocational program or in either a business or academic program.
This was correlated both to the general self-concept and to the selfacceptance in others.

The correlations were at the one percent and

five percent levels, respectively, for this variable.

This then implies

that those students who have a business or academic orientation seem
to have a higher self-concept of themselves, and others tend to react
favorably to this.

This related to the self-definition scores in these

two areas, but it did not seem to affect the individual's feelings
toward self, except that it was a positive correlation at a nonsi gnificant level.

It 'WOuld be of interest to expand this to see what the different
vocational orientations are correl t ed to the

self-defin~tion

scores.

The possibility of a positive correlation occurring seems to be evident
with just two breakdowns between vocational and bUSiness/academic programs (see Table

5).

The 'class ability grouping, whether for students' junior or
senior years, did not have a significant correlation to the selfdefinition scores, but

~

correlation was positive in that the higher

the group, the higher the self-concept score.
t:te self-acceptance scores.

This was also true for

Junior class grouping

also se'emed to have

a little higher correlation than senior class grouping.
ance in others, the inverse of both c sea occurred.

In self-accept-

Junior grouping had
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a higher correlation in the .higher groups, or in lower number s, there
~ld

be a tendency for a higher score.

It should be remembered that

in the se scores the level of significance and t he correlation were low.
The fourth hypothesis must also be rejected at this time, since
class ranking and the self-definition scores did not have correlation
at a high significance level; but the correlation was a positive one.
The relationship between the self-definition scores and the
results of the California Reading Test were signi.£icant in only one
area (see Table
test and F.T.So

5).

This was a negative correlation between the reading

If this is not a spurious correlation, one possible

explanation is that with a higher degree of ability in English, the
greater the degree the Indian stuient feels inadequate with himself.
His marginal feelings manifest this feeling in his own self-feelings.
Interrelationships of the two Sub-Scores
from the Self-Definition Test
The testing instrument was a Q-Bort as explained in Chapter III.
The first score is for a person's self-definition and it is derived
from the placenent of all fifty cards.

The second ani third scores

resulted from the placement of eight and six cards respectively within
the total fifty cards (see Appendix A).

This was for the measurement

of two facets within a person's total self-definition.

These facets

were a person's feelings toward self (F.T.S.) and his perception of
how others feel toward self (p.a.F.T.S.).
This type of dual testing has its limitations when using the
results because it nmst always be remembered that part of the final
score is a direct result of these individual scores.

Therefore, at the

extreme high and low scores for self-concept, the other scores are
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acting accordingly .

The cards themselves must be placed in either a

positive or a negative position in the self-definition.
This major weakness of the sub-scores is offset by the fact that
the results sho-wed different levels of significance and correlation from
the self-definition scores to the test variables.

Ther efore,. the sub-

scores correlated to different aspects of the dependent variables.
This type of difference could be caused if this particular variable -was
more important to the group or to the individual in self-feelings.

Table 6.

Simple correl ation (r) between feelings toward self (F.T.S.)
and perception of how others feel toward self (P.O.F.T.S.)

Test Areas

P.O.F.T.S.

N

F.T.S.
(r)

190

***Significant at the .001 level.

The F.T.S. score came from the placement of eight or 16 percent
of the total number of cards, and the self-acceptance score was based
on six or 12 percent of the total number of cards.

There were no com-

mon cards (see Appendix A) in either set to obtain these scores.
The face validity of the correlation suggests that how a person
feels toward himself is significantly and posi ti vely correlated to his
perception of how others feel toward him.
This then brings the topic of discussion back to Cooley and his
"looking-glass self."

The individual sees himself as a reflection from
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those around him.

This then is not a "looking-glass self," but rather

it is a "multi-mirrored self."
A person feels a certain way toward himself because he perceives
others feel toward him a certain way.

other s act toward him a certain

way and he attains certain levels of achievement to contribute to self
feelings; there could be possible influence on his self-feelings.
If this is the cas.e ; then Cooley's conception is rot a single
looking-glass, but a multi-mirror reflection.

The individual is sur-

rounded on all sides, so that he can be defined as a total person and
not only one linear plane or by many mirrors, one at a time, but many
mirrors at one time.
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CHAPrER V
SUMMARY

Purpose
The purpose of this research was to explore the relationship
between the s elf-concept and educati onal factors among male Navajo
students.

The stuqy1s specific objectives were:

(1) to study the

relationships between the selected measures of high school adaptations
and self-concept, and (2) to develop a general framework or orientation

to be developed into a longitudinal study of the 1 971 graduates of Intermountain School and their vocational success.
Methodology
The data used for this study was taken from information copied
from various school records and from the administration of a selfreference test.

This was accomplished during September and early October

of 1970.
The data for this study were taken from the school records for
tre senior males at InterIOOuntain School, Brigham City, Utah.
and usable test results were obtained for 194 senior males.

Scored
Of this

number, four had to be eliminated from the study; two because they were
new students and tv;o because trey were re-returnees.

Usable results

accounted for approximately 90 percent of the senior males enrolled in
the fall.
The data for this study were taken from records of courses and
grades, teacher evaluation forms, reports of test scores, official
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school transcrip

,and the

1'8

sults of the Q-sort measure of their self-

definition (S - D), feelings toward self (F.T .S.) J and perception of how
others feel toward self (p.a.F.T.S.) (see Appendix A).
Thi s selected information was then tested by making a simple
correlation between all selected factors in order for an analysis of the
data to be undertaken.
Findings
There was a significant and positive relationship between the
students' G.P.A. for their junior year and the results from the Q-sort
for self-concept.

The major component of the G.P.A. was the grade for

vocational training which was also correlated at a significant level.
Perception' of how others feel toward self (p.a.F.T.S.) was also significantly related to the grade in social sciences .
WEr

e then in general support of findings in previou

These findings
studies.

Positive correlations were found between teacher evaluations and
a student's self-concept.

This then is s pportive of both previous

studies concerning academic roles and self-concept and s.y.mbolic interactionism.

The teacher's definition of the student was positively cor-

n31ated to the student's perceived-self.

Further research is indicated

into these "Anglo" judgments of traits as well as why particular traits
had a higher correlation than others.

Teacher evaluations should also

be examined by classes for all breakdowns in course W)rk.

This was

done for the social sciences; the results were not as significant.

It

is felt that further study should closely examine the teacher evaluation in the wcational classes as well as in all types of classes and
periods of these classes.

4S
Standardized tests such as the G•• T.B. scores were found to be
of no significance.

This

ex> uld

be a rul tural barrier where f'inger dex-

terity was the only sub-division to reach a significant positive relationship to self-concept.

These "Angl " measurements for succes

"Anglo" occupations should be further examined in future studies.

in

This

was a rejection of the findings to the third hypothesis.
The other variables indicated relationships Which were significant
at the .01 level.
definition scores.

Age was found to be negatively correlated to the selfThis could be a res

t of the student's being aware

of the reasons for his being at Ihtermoun ain School or some other fac-

tor.

Further examination is indic ted here also.
The number of' previous ye ars at the school, as well as the junior

and senior cl ass groupings, s owed no signif'icant correlations as had
been expected in the latter two cases.
The student orient ation was ound to be a
and

s~nificant

at the .01 level to self-concept .

po ~ it

ve relationship

This should be exam-

ined further since it indic tes tho e with a business or academic
orientation tend to

ave higher self-ref'erence scores.

This could be

a result of many factors; possibly it deals w.i.th students' orinstructors' perception of the different orientations.
The relationship of the three self-reference scores indicates
that further research should be done in the area of self-acceptance.
This should be done even with the relationships of these scores always
being signif'icant at the .001 level.
These school measures and information give the researcher some
assistance in developing a general orientation which could indicate a
student having a high self-conc ept.
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Conclusions
This study and its findings are not conclusive, but rather provide information and :l.ndications for £'ut. re research in this area.

The

researcher should realize the limitations of the data available, and
with this in mind he should be cautious in the interpretations of any
significant reI tionships.
Nevertheless, the :msul ts of this study indicate there is a positive and significant correlation between a student's self-definitton
(self-concopt) and his grade point average.

The SaIne results occurred

between teacher evaluations and self-definition.
The results from the G.A.T B. test area for finger dexterity and
the student's orientation in school were also found to be positively
and sjgnificantly correlated to the student' s self-definition.
student's orient ation for a business

The

r academic program had a higher

correlation than did the student whose program was vocational.
The school and its programs are in effect defining the situation
the stu ents have to act within for nine months of the year.

The

teacher's role is significant, whether it is to provide a grade or to
evaluate a stuent in some area of self-definition.

There is then, the

"looking-glass self" the student part ally uses for developing or modifying his

9WI1

elf-concept.

The degree of internalization or effect on

students by the teacher is unknown.
Further r esearch is neces sary in this area for better understanding of the Navajo student .

The evidence is not complete, but there is

some to suggest that the individual st dent's school may shape his selfconcept and the manner in which he faces the "Anglo" W)rld.
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The f ollowing are some sel ected que

io s which became apparent

in this study and which should be examined in further research:
1.

HOlV

significant are the different va cational orientations to

the self-concept of the students?
2.

What are the meanings of the different teacher evaluat ions

and whic!l are more culturally similar and different from Navaj o cult ural
traits?

3.

Do the teachers with grades and eValuations modify the stu -

dent's self-concept for greater or lesser a ssimilation into the American way of life?

4.

Is the G.A.TeB. meas~ing different aptitudes or is it

measuring the student's abili ty to demonstrate these traits or aptitudes
in the English language?

5.

Is the G.A.T.B. measur:ing "Angl o" traits for "Anglo" occu-

pations While being cultur

ly lo ck ed against the

vajo students?
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Appen~

Testing of the Self-Definition
When administering , this test, the researcher was aware that his
presence and the testing environment oould influence the results.

The

policy he adapted was to remain as neutral as possible by wearing nondescript clothing.

The testing was conducted in the school library

where most testing is conducted.
There is no way to estimate the effect of the image of the testor
on the students.

A future researcher should be aware of any possible

implications this bring s about and adjust accordingly for his study.
The fifty self-definition statements
used in this study
1•

I am happy.

2.

I am sad.

3.

I am smart.

4.

I am afraid.

5.

I like myself.

6.

I hate myself.

7• I am important.
8.

I run away from my problems.

9.

I am good.

10.

I am bad.

11.

I like people.

12.

I am lazy.

13.

I feel people like me.

14. I want to be somebody e+se.
15. I am glad I am an Indian.
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16.

I do n

17.

I like to go to a party.

18.

I don't like to make a speech.

19.

I want to improve myself.

20.

I wish I

21.

I do things without being told.

22.

I don't get a chance to do wha

23.

I feel all right.

24.

Being on time is a good habit.

25.

I can depend on myself.

26.

I obey rules because other people make me.

27.

I believe in the rules made by other people.

28.

I can r t keep myse f from doing wrong things.

29.

I like the way I am.

30.

I am angry.

31.

I like to go to church.

32.

I don't think my teachers like me.

33.

I feel the o the r per son likes me men I am. on a date.

34.

I can r t make up

35.

I lmow what

36.

I don't understand myself.

37.

I feel my family like s me.

38.

I think my friends get me into trouble.

39.

I think boys like me.

40. I don f t

like my body.

~re

lil~e

not born.

my

my

I want

mind what to do.

problems are

school.

41. I think girls like me.
42.

I do bad things.

43.

I am a good worker.

to do.
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44.

I worry about the things I do.

45.

I like my body.

46.

I have trouble with people.

47.

I think everything is going to be all right.

48.

I don't like to eat when people watch me.

49.

I look on the bright side of lile.

50.

I am sorry for the things I do.

The eight statements for ''Feelings
Toward Self"

5.

I like myself.

6.

I hate myself.

, 4.

I want to be somebody else.

, 5.

I am glad I am an Indian.

16.

I don't like my body.

20.

I wish I were not born.

29.

I like the way I am.

45.

I like my body.

The six statements for the "Perception of
Others Feel Toward Self"

HOlV

13.

I feel people like me.

32.

I don 't think my teachers like me.

33.

I feel the other person likes me when I am on a

37.

I feel my family likes me.

39.

I think boys like me.

,.

I think girls like me.

date~
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Directions f or placing cards
You will be given 50 small cards. Each card tells 'What a person
thinks about himself (or herself). Some of the statements will be like
you .
You will also be given 9 sheets of paper.
choose which cards go on the sheets of paper .

4.

Place
Place
Place
Place

5.

Place 1 0 cards on the paper mark ed SOMETIMES LIKE ME.

6.

Place
Place
Place
Place

1•

241
3~

7•

8.
9.

2 cards
3 cards
6 cards
9 cards

9 cards
6 cards
3 cards
2 cards

on the paper marked
on the paper marked
on the paper
ke
on he paper marked

You are asked to

on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the

paper
paper
paper
paper

marked
marked
marked
marked

NEVER LIKE ME.
NOT LJXE ME mST OF THE TIME .
NOT LIKE ME MUCH OF THE TIME .
NOT LIKE ME.

like
LIKE
LJXE
LIKE

me .
ME MUCH OF THE TIME.
ME MOST OF THE TIME .
ME AU THE TIME.

Notice that there are f our sheets of paper on the Like

~

side .

There are four sOO et s of paper on the Not Like Me side .
In the middle is a sheet of paper marked Sometimes Like Me .
You may go as slowly as you wi h. There is no right or wrong
ans-wer. Just ans-wer the W'ay you feel about yo urse f . Be sure it is the
way you really feel.
Let me know when yo have the rig t number of cards on the 9
sheets of paper. Are there any questions? You may begin.

S6

Appendix B
Additional Tables

Table 7.

Simple cOITelation (r) between junior grades in social sciences and all dependent
variables
Grade in S.S.
r
N

Test Area
Age

189

-. 1079(a)

Previous year s at
Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation
Teacher Evaluation
Teacher Evaluation
dependabi1 it Y
Teacher Evaluation
Te acher Evaluation
attitude
Teacher Evaluation
control
Teacher Evaluation
average
Teacher Evaluation
conduct
e cher Evaluation
effort
Teacher Evaluation
dependability
Teacher EValuation
initiati ve
Teacher Evaluation
so cial attitude

189

-.0918

Test Area

Gradein S.S.
r
N

J.G. for Vocational
Training
J .G. for Arts and Crafts

171

.2129**
.0272

98

.2412~~

for conduct
for effort
f or

18 9
18 9
18 9

.02 04( )
.1145 a
.1967**

J.G. for Human ties
Junior Year G.P.A.
School Training

187
189
189

for init ative
for social

189
189

.18 70**
.0853

Senior class group
C ifornia Reading Test

189
156

fo r s elf-

189

.1065(a)

23

.4243*

f or total

189

.1036*

Navajo Mythology and/or
Hi story
Junior class group

189

- .3852iHHt-

in S.S. for

177

.0411

General learning abilit

159

.2767***

in S.S. for

177

.1921 **

Verbal aptitude

159

.2 941 *-**

in S.S. for

177

.2482m.~

Numerical aptitude

159

.2898~h~

in S. • fo r

177

.26947E**

Spatial aptitude

159

.0401

in S.S. for

177

.1555*

Fo~

159

• 1431")'t-

perception

.4885***
.1601·*
-

3636h~

:3294~'h~

\.n
-,J

Table 7.

Continued

Test Area
Teacher Evaluation in S.S. for
self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S. for
t otal average
Junior Grade for Biological and
Physical Science

Grade in S.S.
r
N

Test Area

Grade in S.S.
N
r

176

.1607*

Cler cal perception

159

.21 91 *

177

.244 7m'Ht-

Motor coordination

149

. 1329 ( a)

• 3251 ~~

Finger dexterity

159

- .CJ305

Manual dexterity

158

.0672

43

(a) Approaching t he .05 level of s gn ficance. *Significant at the .05 level.
the .01 level. '***significant at too .001 1 vel .

**Sign·ficant at

\.n.

co

Table 8.

Simple correlation (r) between junior grades in vocational training and all dependent
variables

Test Area

Gra de in V. T •
r
N

Test Area

Grade in V.T.
N
r

Age

172

- .1 205 (a )

Previous ye ar s at Intermountain

172

.1440*

J.G. fo r Arts and Crafts

Teacher Ev uation for conduct

172

.3103***

JoG. for Humanities

170

.1267*

Teacher Evaluation f or effort

172

.3146~*

Junior year G.P.A.

172

.8 504*h~~

Teacher Evaluation for
dependability

172

.3402***

School training

172

.0269

Teacher Evaluation for initiative

172

• 34 35~-**

Senior class group

172

-.1402*

Teacher Evaluation for social
attitude

172

.3345***

California Reading Te st

143

.1 924*

Teacher EValuation fo r selfcontrol

172

.3646***

Navajo MYthology and/or
History

18

.1 223

Teacher Evaluation for tot
average

172

.3800***

Junior class group

172

-.1567*

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for conduct

160

.0929

General learning ability

1LJ.+

.2286**

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for effort

160

.1228(a)

Verbal aptitude

144

•1851 *

88

.1441

V\.
\,()

Table 8.

Continued

Test Area

Gr de in V.T.
N
r

Test Area

Grade in V.T.
N
r

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r dependability

160

.0566

Numerical aptitude

144

.2450**

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for initiati e

160

.1450*

Spatial aptitude

1L4

.3075***

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r social attitude

160

.1351*

Form pe rception

144

.1216(a)

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for self-control

160

.1602*

Clerical perception

144

.2478*"**

Teacher Eval ation in S.S. for
total average

160

.1544*

MOtor coordination

138

.0593

.51 01m~f-

Finger dexterity

144

• 1217 (a)

• 2129~"(.

Manual dexterity

143

.1333( a )

Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Science
J. G. fo r Social Sciences

40
171

(a) Approaching the .05 level of significance . *Significant at the .05 level.
the .01 level. ~HHfsign ficant at the .001 level.

**Significant at

Table 9.

Simple correl ation (r ) between G.P.A. fo r junior year and all dependent variables

Te st Area

Junior Year G.P.A.
r
N
- .11 40(a)

Test Area

Age

190

J.G. for vocational
train:ing

Previous years at Intermountain

190

.0486

J .G. fo r arts and
crafts

Teacher Evaluation for conduct

190

.27351~

Teacher Evaluation for effort

190

.3932***

Teacher Evaluation for
dependability

190

Teacher Evaluation fo r
initiative

Junior Year G.p. A.
r
N
172

.8504***

99

.4004***

J.G. for humanities

188

.4142***

.412J~~~

School training

190

.0927

190

.4372~~

Sen or c ass group

190

- . 2457***

Teacher Evaluation for
so ial attitude

190

.37291Hh't-

California Reading
Test

157

• 3082*lH~

Teacher Evaluation for
s elf-control

190

.3782-h~

Navajo Mythology
and/or History

23

.3166( a)

Teacher Evaluation for
t otal averag e

190

.4200***

Junior cla ss group

190

-.2804-h~

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r con uct

177

.0276

General learning
ability

160

• .3305***

Teacher Evaluation in S·.S.
fo r effort

177

• 1 2431~

Verbal aptitude

160

.2758~~

0---"

Table 9.

Continued

Junio r Year G.P.A.
Test Area

N

r

J
Test Area

ior Year G.PoA .

N

r

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r dependability

177

• 1140( a)

Numerica

Teacher Evaluation in SoS.
for initiative

177

.1984**

Spatial aptitude

160

.2981 ***

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for so cial attitude

177

.1697*

Form perception

160

.2310**

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for self-control

176

.1686*

Clerical per ception

160

• 2743**-*

Teacher Evaluation in S.S. fo r
total aver age

177

.1 865**

Motor 'coordination \

1,0

.163T*

44

.6347***

Finger dexterity

160

.1 08,

189

•488,-**>'t-

Manual dexterity

1,9

.1947*

Junior Grade for Biological
and Physi cal Science
J.G . for Social Sciences

aptitude

(a)Approaching the .0, level of significance. *Significant at the . 0, level.
the .01 level. ***Significant at the .001 level.

160

**Significant at

Table 10.

Simple co rrelation (r) between teacher evaluation for conduct and all dependent
variables

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
for conduct
r
N

Age

190

-.0318

Previous years at Intermountain

190

.0402

Te st Area

Teacher Evaluation
for conduct
N
r

J.G. for vocational
training
J.G. for arts and crafts

172
99

• 31 03~YH{.0776

J.G. fo r humanities

188

.1110(a)

190

.6014-lPA-*

Junior year G.P .A.

190

.2735***

Teacher Evaluation fo r dependability 190

.6480***

School training

190

.1025

Teacher Evaluation fo r initiative

190

.509 3m-~

Senior class gr oup

190

.01 58

Teacher Evaluation f or social
attitude

190

. 7275***

California Reading Test

157

.0309

Teacher Evaluation for
self-control

190

.7546***

Navajo Mythology and/or
History

23

.3540*

Teacher Evaluation fo r
total average

190

.7993***

Junior class group

190

.0311

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r conduct

177

.5216~~

General learning
ability

160

-.151 9*

Teacher Evaluation for effort

()'\

\...tJ

Tabl e 10.

Continued

Test Area

Teacher Evaluati on
fo r conduct
r
N

Test Area

Teacher Evaluat ion
f or conduct
N
r

Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r effort

177

• 2203-r~*

Verbal aptitude

160

-.1083

Teacher EValuation in S .S.
f or dependability

177

.2036**

Numerical aptitude

160

.0145

Teacher Evaluation in S .S.
fo r initiative

177

.2 000~

Spatial aptitude

160

-. 1067

Teacher
aluation in S.S.
f or social attitude

177

.32 98~**

Form perception

160

-.0826

Teacher Evaluation in S .S.
f or self-contro l

176

• 391 1~HH*-

Clerical perception

160

.0548

Teacher Evaluation i n S.S .
f or total average

177

.40081H-,*

Motor coordination

150

-.0421

44

. 2027

Finger dexterity

160

-.0232

189

.0204

Manual dexter ity

159

- .0128

Junior Grade for Biological
and Phys cal Scienc es
J.G. for Social Sciences

(a) App roaching "the .05 level of significance. 7*"significant at the .05 level.
the .01 l evel. ih~Significant at the .001 level.

**Signific r nt at

Table 11.

Simple correlation (r) between teacher evaluation for dependability and all other
dependent variable s

Teacher Evaluation
for dependability
N
r

Test Area
Age

190

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation fo r
social att itude
Teacher Evaluation fo r
self-control
Teacher Evaluation
tot al aver age

1"90

Teacher Evaluation
fo r conduct
Teacher Evaluation
fo r effor t
Teacher Evaluation
fo r dependability
Teacher Evaluation
for initiative

Test Area

Teacher EValuation
for dependability
N
r
172

.3402***

.1 299*

J.G o fo r vocational
training
J.G. for arts and crafts

99

.1596(a)

190

.6480~

J.G . for humanit es

188

.2281***

190

. 7289***

Junior year G.P.A.

190

.4123***

190

.6719***

School t raining

190

.1164***

190

.6345***

Senior class group

190

-.0741

190

.6493***

California Reading Test

157

.0577

190

.8060***

Navajo MYthology and/or
History
J unior class group

23

.1225

190

-.0825

-.0237

in S.S.

177

.2431***

General learning ability

160

.0947

in S S.

177

.3233***

Verbal aptitude

160

.0431

in S.S

177

.4376***

Numerical aptitude

160

.0955

in S.S.

177

.3949***

Spatial aptitude

160

.0238
0\Jl.

Table 11.

Continued

Test Area
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for social attitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
total average
Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Sc ience
J.G. for Social Sciences

Teacher Evaluation
for dep endability
N
r

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
for dependability
N
r

177

• 315r**

Form per ception

160

.0316

176

.3277***

Clerical perception

160

.0925

177

.4632***

Motor coordination

150

.0072

44

.2265(a)

Finger dexterity

160

-.0966

189

.1967**

Manual dexten ty

159

.0762

(a) Approaching the .05 level of significance. *Significant at the .05 level.
the .01 level. ***Significant at the .001 level.

**'Significant at

Table 12.

Simple correlation (r) between teacher evaluation fo r social attitude and all
dependent variables
Teacher Evaluation
fo r so cial attitude

Test Area

N

r

Teacher Evaluation
f or social att itude

N

r

----------------------------------------------

Age

190

- .0125

Previous years at I ntermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
T acher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative

190

Teacher Evaluation
self-control
Tea her Evaluation
total average
Teacher Evaluation
f or conduct
Teacher Evaluation
for effort
Teacher Evaluation
fo r dependability
Teacher Evaluation
fo r initiative

Test Area

172

.0748

J.G . fo r ocational
training
J.G . for arts and crafts

190

.7275***

J .G. fo r humanities

188

.1980~~

190

.6383***

Junior ye ar G.P.A.

190

.3729"~

190

.6345

School t rain g

190

.0385

190

.5 888~"yt

Senior class gr oup

190

- . 0864

157

. 0 98

190

.8 257***

23

.2579

190

.8597***

California Reading
Test
N vajo MYthology and/or
History
Junior class group

1 90

-.0986

S.S.

177

.3268***

General l earning ability 160

- .0018

i n S.S.

177

.1 968 ~

Verbal aptitude

160

. 0133

in S.S.

177

.2 200**

Numerical aptitude

160

.1 2~4 (a)

in S.S.

177

Spatial aptitude

160

. 0531

fo r

99

.3345***
.1206

Table 12.

Continued

Test Area
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for social ttitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
total average
Junior Grade fo r Biological
and Physical Science
J.G. for Social Sciences

Teacher Evaluation
for social attitude
r
N

Test Area

Teacher 'Evaluation
for social attitude
r
N

177

.486'7***

Form perception

160

.1068

176

• 4797*"h'*

Clerical perception

160

.1686*

177

.4303***

MOtor coordination

150

.0943

4h

.2268 (a)

Finger dexterity

160

.0583

.0853

Manual dexterity

159

• 1595~(-

189

(a) Appro aching the .05 level of sign ficance. *significant at the .05 level.
'the .01 level. ***Significant at t he .001 level.

**'significant at

Table 13.

Simple correlation (r) between teacher evaluation for self-control and all dependent
variables

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
fo r self-control
r
N

Age

190

-.03.58

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
social attitude

190

Teacher Evaluation
total average
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for conduct
Teacher Evaluation ~n S.S.
for effort
Teacher EValuation in S.S.
for dependability
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for initiative

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
for self-control
N
r
.3646***

.0761

JoG o for vocational
172
training
J .G. for arts and crafts 99

190

• 7.546~HH~

J.G. for human ties

188

• 11 33 (a )

190

• .580~

Junior year G.P.A.

190

.3782"***

190

.6493***

School training

190

.018.5

190

• .5419~H~

Senior class group

190

-.0901

190

.8257*h~

California Reading Test

157

.0087

190

.8467~(.

Navajo MYthology and/or
23
History
Junior class group
190

-.1035

177

.36 13~(-

General learning ability 160

.0226

177

.1597**

Verbal aptitud e

160

.01 07

177

.2214**

Numerical aptitude

160

.1424*

177

.2509M~~

Spatial aptitude

160

.0687

.1 L03

.5243**

~

'0

Table 13 .

Continued

Test Area
Teacher Evaluati on in S.S.
for social attitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
f or self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
t otal average
Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Science
J.G. f or Social Sciences

Teacher EValuation
fo r self-control
r
N

Te st Area

Teacher Evaluation
f or self-control
N
r

177

. 4672-~~

Form perception

160

. 1076

176

. 5691***

Clerical perception

160

.1 453*

177

. 4556*-~~

MOtor coordination

150

.0464

. 1901

Finger dexter ty

160

.0520

. 1065 (a)

Manual dexterity

159

.0844

W+
189

(a)Approaching the .05 sign ficance level. *Si gnificant at the .05 level.
. 01 level. ***Sign ficant at the .001 level.

**Significant at the

Table 14.

Simple correlation (r) between teache r evaluation total average and all dependent
variables
Teacher EValuation
Total Average
r
N

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
Total Average
N
r
.3800**'~

172

.0726

J.G. for vocational
training
J.G. for arts and crafts

190

.7993~

J.G. for humanities

188

.2332~

190

.8401 ***

Junior year G.P.A.

190

.4200m.~

190

.8 060~

School training

190

.1~04*

190

.81"~~

Senior class group

190

-.1170(a)

190

.8'9 7~·

California Reading Test

1,7

.03, 8

190

.8467***

Nava jo Mythology and/or
History
Junior class group

23

.391)4*

Age

190

.03,9

Previous ye ar s at Intermount am
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Te acher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
social attitude
Teacher Evaluation for
self-control

190

Teacher Evaluation
fo r conduct
Teacher Evaluation
for effort
Teacher Evaluation
for dependability
Teacher Evaluation
for initiative

Test Area

99

.1859*

190

-.1043

in S.S.

177

• 3344iHH~

General learning ability 160

.0721

in S.S.

177

.3223**""*

Verbal aptitude

160

.0732

in S.S.

177

.3046***

Numerical aptitude

160

.1.3JO*

in S.S.

177

.3647***

Spatial aptitude

160

.06U7
-.J
~

Table 14.

Continued

Test .Area
Teacher Evaluatio n in S.S.
f or social attitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for self-control
Teacher Evaluat on in S.S.
total average
Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Science
J.G. for Social Sciences

Teacher EvSluation
Total Average
r
N

Te st Area

Teacher Evaluation
'.rotal Average
N
r

177

.4162~~

Form p erception

160

.0611

176

.4491~~

Clerical perception

160

.1717*

177

.4899**'~

Motor coordination

150

.0744

44

.2753*

Finger dexterity

160

-. 0010

189

.1 306*

Manual dexterity

159

.1565

(a) Approach ng t he .05 leve of sign ficance. *Signif'icant at too .05 level.
the .01 level. ~~ign ficant at the .001 level.

i

*"

**S1gn ficant at

Table 15.

Simple correlation (r) between te acher evaluation in social sciences for social
attitude and all other dependent variables

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
for Social Attitude
r
N
-.1141 (a )

Age

190

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation fo r
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
social attitude
Teacher Evaluation for
sel -control
Teacher Evaluation
total average
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for conduct
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for effort
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for dependabilit y
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r initiati ve

177

.0244

177

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
f or Social Attitude
N
r
160

.3298***

J.G. for vocational
t raining
J .G. for arts and
crafts
J.G. fo r humanities

177

2028**

177

.13'1~*"

92

.1056

175

.0893

Junior year G.P.A.

177

.1697~~

.3157***

School training

177

.0079

177

.21 8~

Senior class group

177

.1043

177

.4867-hY~

California Reading Test

145

.01 67

177

.4672***

22

-.06;'+

177

.41 62-tHH~

Navajo MYthology and/or
History
Junior class group

177

.0664

177

.5594***

General learning ability 148

- . 0670

177

.2959***

Verbal aptitude

148

.0145

177

.386 3**'~

Numerical aptitude

148

- . 00~2

177

.4492~~~

Spatial aptitude

148

.0431

Form perception

148

.08~4

-.J

VJ

Table 15.

Continued

Test Area
Te acher Evaluation in S.S.
for self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
total average
Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Science
J.G. for Social Science

Teacher Evaluation
for Social Attitude
N
r

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
for Social Attitude
N
r

176

.7882***

Clerical perception

148

.0214

177

.7767***

Motor coordination

138

-.0068

38

.1602

Finger dexterity

148

-.0556

177

.1555*

Manual dexterity

148

.0229

(a) Approaching the .05 level of s ignific ance . *Significant at the .05 level.
the .01 level. ***Significant at the .001 level.

*"~:ignificant at

Table 16.

Simple correlation (r) between teacher evaluation in social sciences total average
and all dependent variables
Teacher Evaluation

Test Area

in S.S. total average

N

Test Area

r

Teacher Evaluation
in S.S. total average
N
r
160

• 1.~44*

92

.1149

.4008m~

J.G. for vocational
training
J.G. for arts and
crafts
J.G. fo r humanities

175

.0616

177

.3852~~*

Junior year G.P.A.

177

. 1865"'*

17 7

.4632***

School tr aining

177

177

.3608***

Senior class group

177

177

.4303~~

177

.4556~~

177

.4899***

California Reading
145
Test
Navajo MYthology and/or 22
History
Junior class group
177

177

.6846*i~

177

Age

177

-.0823

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
social attitude
Teacher Evaluat'io n for
self-contr ol
Teacher Evaluation
total average
Teacher EValuation in S.S.
for conduct
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for effort
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for dependability
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for initiative

177

.0079

177

-.0271
.1209(a)
.0005
.1 645
.0516

148

-.0061

.7057*lHf-

General learning
ability
Verbal aptitude

148

.0465

177

.7604***

Numerical aptitude

148

.O~

177

.7525***

Spatial aptitude

148

38

-.0071
-.J

\J1.

Table 16.

Continued
Teacher Evaluation

Test Area
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for social attitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.Se
for self- control
Junior Grade for Biological and
Physical Science
Junior Grade for Social Sciences

in S.S. total average
N
r

Test Area

Teacher Evaluation
in S.S. total average
N
r

177

.7767"***

Form perception

148

-.1108

176

.7789***

Clerical perception

148

.0265

MOtor coordination

138

.0114

.1508

Finger dexterity

148

-.0734

.2447***

Manual dexterity

148

.0764

38
177

(a) Approaching the .05' level of significance. *Significant at the .05 level.
the .01 level. '***significant at the .001 level.

**Significant at

Table 17.

Simple correlation (r) between finger dexterity and all dependent variables

Test Area

Finger DeXterity
N
r

Age

160

-.0210

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependabili ty
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
so cial attitude
Teacher Evaluation for
self-control
Teacher Evaluation
total average
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for conduct
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for effort
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for dependability
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for initiative

160

.0925

160

.Test Area

Fiilger Dexterity
N
r
.1217( a)

J.G. for vocational
training
J.G. for arts and crafts

144

-.0232

J.G. for humanities

158

-.0380

160

-.0090

Junior year G.P.A.

160

.1085

160

-.0966

School training

160

.0477

160

-.0260

Senior class group

160

-.0759

160

.0583

Cali£ornia Reading Test

131

.1080

160

.0525

19

.2033

160

-.0010

Navajo MYthology and/or
History
Junior class group

160 -.2045**

148

-.0460

General learning ability

160

.2080**"

148

- . 1128

Verbal aptitude

160

.1001

148

-.0529

Numerical aptitude

160

.1648*

148

-.0453

Spatial aptitude

160

.3062***

81

.2171 *

Table 17.

Continued

Test Area
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for social attitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S o
total average
Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Science
J.G. for Social Science

Finger Dexterity
N
r

Test Area

Finger Dexterity
N
r

Form perception

160

.4251***

Clerical perception

160

.3643***

-.0734

Motor coordination

150

.3403***

-.0305

Manual dexterity

159

.3493***

148

-.0556

148

.0062

148
38
159

(a).Approaching the .05 level of significance. *Signif'icant at the .05 leve.
the .01 level. ***Significant at the .001 level.

**Significant at

Table 18 .

Simple correlation (r) between the California Reading Test total and all dependent
variables

Test Area

Calif ornia
Reading Test
N
r

Test Area

California
Reading Test
N
r

JoG o fo r vocational
training
J.G. for arts and crafts

143

.1924*

83

.1196

J.G. for humanities

156

.1559*

157 - .01 02

Junior year GoP.A o

157 .3082{Hf*

157

.0577

School training

157 - .1 435*

157

.0842

Senior class group

157 - .4003~

157

.0098

157

.008 7

157

.0348

Age

157

- .2545***

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
social attitude
Teacher Evaluation for
s elf-control
TeaCher Evaluation
total average
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r conduct
Teacher Evaluation i n S.S.
for ~ffort
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for dependability
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for initiative

157

-.1086

157

.0309

145 -.0348

18

.2461

Navajo MYthology and/or
History
Junior class group

157 -.5115***

General learning ability

131

.61 02iHH~

145

-.0224

Verbal aptitude

131

.6225***

145

-.0278

Numerical aptitude

131

.6812iHE*

145

.0677

Spatial aptitude

131

.2447**
-.J

'D

Table 18 .

Continued

Test Area
Teacher EValuation in S.S .
fo r social attitude
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
fo r self-control
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for total average
Junior Grade for Biological
and Physical Science
J.G. fo r Social Sciences

*Significant at the .05 level.
level.

California
Reading Test
N
r

145

.0167

145 - .0081

Test Area

California
Reading Tes
N
r

Form perception

131

.4976***

Clerical perception

131

.4632'***

145

. 0005

MOtor coordination

122 .3779***

38

.3236*

Finger dexterit.y

131

.1080

.3294***

Manual dexterity

130

1993

156

**Significant at the .01 level.

***Stgn ficant at t he .001

co

o

Table 19.

Simple correlation (r ) bet ween age and all dependent variables

Age
Test Area

Previous ye ars at Intermount ain
Teacher EValuation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluat i on f or
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher EValuation for
initiati e
Teac er Evaluation f or
social att tude
Teacher Evaluatjo n for
elf -contro 1
Teacher Evaluation
t o al aver age
Te c er Evaluatio n in S.S .
fo r conduct
Teacher EValuation in S S
f or effort
Te acher Evaluation
S .S .
f or dependability
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
f or initiative
Te acher Evaluation in S.S
fo r social at titude

N

190

r

.1996**

.

Test Area

Age
N

r
-.1 205 (a )

J.G. for vocational
training
J .G. fo r art s and craft s

172
99

.0490

190

0318

J .G. for humani ties

188

- .0354

190

.0096

Junior year G.P.Ao

190

_. 1140( a)

190

- . 0237

School t rain

190

-.1161(a)

190

- .111 9 (a )

Senior class g oup

190

.1508*

190

-.0125

Californi a Reading Test

157 -.2545***

190

.0359

190

.0359

Navaj o Myt" ology an l or
Ristor
J unior class group

190

177

- .0623

General learning ability

160 - .0245

177

.0723

Verbal aptitude

160

- . 0212

177

.0054

Numer ical aptitude

160

-.0108

17 7

- .0620

Spatial aptitude

160

-.0813

Form perception

160

.0827

177

.11 41 ( a)

g

23

- .3037
.1308*

co

-""

Table 1 9.

Con tinued

Test Area
Teacher Evaluation in S.So
fo r self- contro 1
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
t otal average
Junior Grades for Biological
d Phy ical Science
J.G. for Social Sciences

N

Age

176

Age
r

-.0460

177 -.0823
44

-.4186**

189 -. 1079 (a)

Test Area

N

r

Clerical percept'on

160 -.1146 (a)

MOtor coordination

150

Finger dexterity

160 -.0210

Manual dext er t

159

(a)Approaching the .05 Ie el of sign f cance .
Sign ficant at the .05 level.
the . • 01 level.
ignific nt at tm .001 l evel .

- .0303

-. 0246

'**significant at

Table 20.

Simple correlation (r) between school training and all dependent variables

Test Area

School Training
N
r

Age

190

Previous years at Intermountain
Teacher Evaluation for
conduct
Teacher Evaluation for
effort
Teacher Evaluation for
dependability
Teacher Evaluation for
initiative
Teacher Evaluation for
social attitude
Teacher Evaluation for
self-control
Teacher EValuation
total average
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for conduct
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for effort
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for dependability
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for initiative
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
for social attitude

190

-.1161(a)

Test Area

School Training
N
r
172

.0269

.0914

J.G. for vocational
training
JoG. for arts and crafts

99

.1077

190

.082.5

J.G. for humanities

188

.1396*

190

.1117(a)

Junior year G.P.A.

190

.0927

190

.1164 (a)

190

.1733~

Senior class group

190

-.3997***

190

.038.5

California Reading Test

1.57

.143.5*

190

.0785

23

.4.541*

190

.1204*

Navajo MYthology and/or
History
Junior class group

190

-.40.51***

General learning ability

160

.237.5***

Ver bal

160

.2236**

Numerical aptitude

160

.2.587***

177

-.0786

177

.0311

177

-.0522

177

.0431

Spatial aptitude

160

•1231 (a)

177

.0079

Fonn perception

160

.1344*

aptitude

co
VJ

Table 20 .

Continued
Sc

Test Area
Teacher Evaluat~on in SoS.
f or self-coI!tfo l
Teacher Evaluation in S.S.
total
erage
Jun or Gr de fo r Biolog cal
and Physical Science
J.G. f or Social Sciences

001

N

Training
r

Test Area

School Train
N
r

ng

176

- .0816

Clerical perception

160

.2837***

177

-.0271

Motor coordination

1.50

.0.572

44

.1081

Finger dexterity

160

00477

.1601*

Manual dexterit

1.59

.0239

189

(a)Approaching the.OS eve of i ificance. *Significant at
too .01 level. ***Sign ficant a.t the .001 1 vel.

e . 0,5 level .

**Significant at

85

Table 21.

Simple correlation (r ) between the California Reading
Test and the General Aptitude Test Battery (G . A.T B. )

Test Areas

California Reading Test
(N)
(r)

G--General Learning Ability

131

.6102***

V--Verbal Aptitude

131

.6225***

N--Numerical Aptitude

131

.6812***

S--Spatial Aptitude

131

.2447"**

P--Form Perception

131

.4976***

O--Clerical Perception

131

. 4632***

K--MOtor Coordination

122

.3779***

F-- Finger Dexterity

131

.1080

M- -Manual Dexterity

130

.1993*

*Signifi cant at t he .05 level.
nif c t at the .001 level.

**Significant at ih e .01 level .

'***Sig-

86
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